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Abstract: As chiral antennas, plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) can enhance chiral responses of chiral
materials by forming hybrid structures and improving their own chirality preference as well. Chirality-
dependent properties of plasmonic NPs broaden application potentials of chiral nanostructures in
the biomedical field. Herein, we review the wet-chemical synthesis and self-assembly fabrication of
gold-NP-based chiral nanostructures. Discrete chiral NPs are mainly obtained via the seed-mediated
growth of achiral gold NPs under the guide of chiral molecules during growth. Irradiation with chiral
light during growth is demonstrated to be a promising method for chirality control. Chiral assemblies
are fabricated via the bottom-up assembly of achiral gold NPs using chiral linkers or guided by chiral
templates, which exhibit large chiroplasmonic activities. In describing recent advances, emphasis
is placed on the design and synthesis of chiral nanostructures with the tuning and amplification of
plasmonic circular dichroism responses. In addition, the review discusses the most recent or even
emerging trends in biomedical fields from biosensing and imaging to disease diagnosis and therapy.

Keywords: chirality; surface plasmon; gold nanoparticle; plasmonic circular dichroism

1. Introduction

Chirality reflects the asymmetry of an object, which cannot coincide with its mirror
image via translation and rotation. It widely exists in nature from small molecules to its
presence in the vast universe. For example, the helical structure of DNA molecules, the
vine of morning glory, the shell of snails, and the spiral nebula all exhibit chirality [1]. The
two mirror images of opposite chirality are called left- and right-handedness. Enantiomers
interact differently with left circularly polarized light (LCP) and right circularly polarized
light (RCP), which causes the different absorption of RCP and LCP light and leads to
circular dichroism (CD), often used for the characterization of molecule chirality [2]. The
optical activity was first discovered by Arago in quartz and biot in certain liquids or gases
in 1811 [3]. Before 1998, most chiral materials synthesized and studied have been based on
organic molecules, including chiral-organic-molecule-based systems displaying microscale-
length chiral structures [4]. Chirality at the molecular level, for instance, protein, sugar, and
synthetic molecules, is well understood, but it has yet been elucidated upon when extending
to nanoscales and above [5,6]. Recently, chirality research expanded to nanoscience fields,
especially to nanoplasmonics, which focuses on new phenomena/effects produced by
surface plasmon resonance (SPR). At nanoscales, strong chiral interactions between light
and plasmonic materials not only brings novel plasmonic chiral effects but also generates
new applications. Plasmonic chirality is often characterized using plasmonic circular
dichroism (PCD), which is related to circular dichroism responses at a localized SPR (LSPR)
of plasmonic nanostructures [7]. As a kind of important plasmonic nanomaterials, metal
nanomaterials have advantages of strong and tunable LSPR. The peak position, intensity,
and absorbance/scattering ratio are closely related to composition, shape, size, structure,
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and local dielectric environment, thus posing a huge tuning space. In addition, the local
electromagnetic field upon plasmon excitation brings in enhanced matter–light interactions
at the nanoscale. The high tunability of the LSPR and its strong local electromagnetic field
endow plasmonic chiralities with wide spectral responses and strong optical activities,
promising potential applications in drug delivery, medical diagnosis, and biosensors [8].
Thanks to the rapid advancement of wet chemical syntheses of metal nanoparticles (NPs),
recent progress shows large improvements in chiroptical properties and even gives birth
to a new branch of chemical nanoplasmonics. Despite the fact that mechanisms and the
precise maneuverer of cross-length chirality transfers and amplification are in exploratory
stages [9,10], chiral plasmonic brings new vitality to the traditional chirality field.

Chiral plasmonic mainly focuses on the fabrication of chiral plasmonic nanomaterials,
the modulation of their plasmonic chirality, and the development of potential applica-
tions. Chiral plasmonic nanomaterials can be categorized into two types: discrete chiral
NPs/nanostructures and chiral superstructures and assembly structures of achiral/chiral
plasmonic NPs themselves or their hybrid structures with other NPs. The former can be
obtained either via attaching chiral molecules on the surface of achiral plasmonic NPs or
via the chiral molecule-guided chiral growth of NPs with obvious chiral shapes [11]. Due
to weak molecule dipole–plasmon dipole interactions, the simple chiral molecule-attaching
method often results in weak plasmonic optical activity [12,13]. In order to enhance this
interaction, the design idea of hotspots is introduced by encapsulating chiral molecules in
the core–shell interface or nano-cavity of plasmonic nanostructures via overgrowth strat-
egy [14]. In contrast, the latter with the formation of chiral shapes can produce substantial
chiroptical responses. Recently, wet chemical strategies have made great progress in the
synthesis of such discrete plasmonic NPs with well-controlled chiral morphologies [15].
Chiral plasmonic superstructures are mainly constructed using the bottom-up assembly of
achiral plasmonic NPs under the guide of various chiral molecules/templates and have
been intensively investigated [16]. Small chiral molecules often act as chiral linkers to
connect NPs or as chirality-driven molecules upon adsorption on particle surfaces, such
as amino acids [17–23], chiral polymer molecules [24], DNA/RNA [25–27], peptides, and
small protein molecules [28–31]. Due to the existence of hotspots in assemblies, the con-
tribution of chiral molecule dipole and plasmon dipole may be involved [32]. Chiral
templates/media on the other hand guide the arrangement of plasmonic NPs in chiral
configurations, such as long chiral fibers [33,34], liquid crystals [35–38], hydrogels [39,40],
protein aggregates [40,41], and DNA origami [42–44] to name a few. In particular, the devel-
opment of DNA origami has made it possible to precisely control the spatial arrangement
and structural modulation of plasmonic NPs and, thus, led to chiral plasmonic nanostruc-
tures with strong chiroptical signals. Due to the high dependence of optical activities on
assembly structures, a small structural change may lead to large changes in chiral signals
and, thus, provide the basis for the development of biosensing platforms based on chiral
plasmonic nano-assemblies. Chiral plasmonic nanomaterials demonstrated great potentials
ranging from bio-sensing and imaging to disease diagnoses and treatments [45–47].

In this review, using a typical plasmonic nanomaterial of gold NPs, we summarize
recent progressions in chiral plasmonic nanomaterials and their biomedical applications.
It includes five parts. A short history of plasmonic chirality is given in the introductory
section, followed by the fabrication of two major types of chiral plasmonic nanomaterials
via wet chemical methods in the second section. Then, the unique plasmonic features in
combination with chirality are emphasized in the third section. Biomedical applications
including bio-detection, bio-imaging, disease diagnoses, and treatment are discussed in
the fourth section. In the end, a brief summary and future perspective are given in the
fifth section.
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2. Wet-Chemical Fabrication of Chiral Plasmonic Nanomaterials

As mentioned in the Introduction, discrete chiral plasmonic nanostructures and chiral
plasmonic superstructures are two major types of chiral plasmonic nanomaterials, which
are generated mainly using wet chemical synthesis and self-assembly process, respectively.

2.1. Discrete Chiral Plasmonic NPs/Nanostructures

Seed-mediated growth plays an important role in the size and shape tuning of plas-
monic NPs. This is not an exception with respect to the synthesis of chiral NPs [48–54].
Based on seed-mediated growth, there are often two representative routes for obtaining
chiral NPs [11]. Using achiral NPs as seeds, chiral molecules first adsorb onto the seed’s sur-
face and later are encapsulated in the seed–shell interface or shell cavities during the shell’s
growth. The obtained core–shell nanostructures show obvious chiroptical activities but do
not necessarily expose chiral morphologies for the shell. The hotspot-enhanced chiral inter-
action may be the main source of PCD responses. Similarly, also using achiral NPs as seeds,
chiral-molecule-mediated shell growth can lead to the formation of three-dimensional (3D)
chiral morphology.

2.1.1. Strong Chiral Ligand-Mediated Synthesis Strategy

As a simple and easy strategy, different chiral NPs with a metal-chiral molecule–metal
structure have been demonstrated. For instance, using gold nanorods (AuNRs) as seeds,
our group obtained starfruit-like Au NPs with the help of chiral cysteine (Cys)-modulated
Au overgrowth [55]. The optimized anisotropic g factor can reach −0.005. Furthermore,
the unique role of Cys pre-incubation was revealed. Pre-adsorbed Cys molecules mainly
affected shell overgrowth mode. In contrast, Cys molecules located at the hotspots of the Au
shell contribute to strong PCD responses. Moreover, when seeds changed from AuNRs to
Au nanospheres, no PCD response was observed, signifying the effect of core anisotropy on
chiroptical activity. Using a similar procedure, in the presence of L-Cys and D-Cys, Zheng
et al. obtained AuNRs with chiroptical responses (c-AuNRs) (Figure 1a) [56]. By tuning Cys
concentrations, c-Au NRs with different morphologies were achieved, such as a conformal
shell at low Cys concentration (4 nM), a shell with one or two spikes at rod ends at medium
Cys concentration (40 nM), or a shell with multiple spikes protruding from the rod seed
at high Cys concentration (400 nM). Among them, the c-Au NRs with one or two spikes
exhibited large PCD responses, attributed to the proper encapsulation of Cys molecules
at hotspot cavities between the core and the shell (Figure 1a Inset). The morphology’s
evolution was mainly determined by the surface blocking of adsorbed thiols. Apart from
enhanced dipole–dipole interactions, the formation of local chiral surface morphologies
was not discussed.

The breakthrough in the formation of 3D chiral NPs occurred in 2018. During this
year, Nam et al. reported the successful synthesis of 3D gold helicoids with giant PCD
responses for the first time [15]. Very interestingly, it was a seed-mediated growth strategy.
It is not so much an accident as a spur with long-term accumulation. Using achiral cubic
or octahedral nanogolds as seeds, under the guide of chiral ligands, such as cysteine or
cysteine-based peptides, one hundred nanometer-sized chiral gold nanoparticles were
obtained with adjustable chiral plasmonic resonance (Figure 1b). Under optimized growth
conditions, chiral NPs with a dissymmetry factor of ~0.2 were prepared. The formation
of high Miller index surfaces ({hkl}, h 6= k 6= l 6= 0) was regarded as the source of chirality.
The enantioselective interactions between chiral molecules and surfaces of NPs resulted in
different growth rates of chiral facets and eventually the formation of helicoid NPs. When
extending this strategy to synthesize chiral palladium (Pd) NPs, Nam and co-workers
found that the obtained Pd NPs had no evident PCD responses [48]. SEM images observed
the formation of spiral Pd structures, either clockwise or counterclockwise rotation, on gold
cubic seeds. However, the chiral bias for Pd NPs was much lower than that for Au NPs,
possibly due to weaker interactions between thiol and Pd surfaces and the low chiral speci-
ficity of chiral thiols to high-index Pd surfaces. Following the pioneering work of Nam’s
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group, more discrete 3D chiral plasmonic nanostructures have been reported [50,52,54].
For instance, our group developed an achiral thiol-assisted growth strategy to synthesize
discrete helical plasmonic nanorods (HPNRs) with strong and tunable PCD responses [57].
AuNRs, after pre-incubated with the mixture of Cys and 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP), were
used as seeds to support the overgrowth of helical Au and Ag alloy shells (Figure 1c). Via
the optimization growth parameters, large PCD responses with a g factor value of ~0.04
were achieved. Cys was suggested to play a crucial role in the formation of the helical
morphology, while 4-ATP mainly reduced the structural defects and thus improved PCD
signals. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations verified that PCD responses
come from the helical structure, and this is in line with experimental results. The combi-
nation of chiral and achiral thiols enriched the synthesis choice of chiral NPs. Using gold
nanooctopods (NOPs) as seeds and in the presence of GSH, Liu et al. demonstrated an
eight-step overgrowth for the formation of chiral gold NOPs, which have a propeller-like
structure with eight arms bending from 〈111〉 to 〈100〉 directions [54].
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Figure 1. Synthesis of discrete chiral plasmonic NPs/nanostructures. (a) TEM image and CD spectra
of c-Au NRs [56]. Scale bars, 100 nm. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (b) SEM images of L-Cys- (left) and
D-Cys-mediated gold NPs (right) [15]. ±ϕ is the tilt angle. Scale bars, 200 nm. Copyright 2018,
Springer Nature. (c) Schematic of HPNR growth process [57]. Copyright 2021, American Chemical
Society. (d) MD simulation of R-BINOL-CTAC structure, TEM tomography, and SEM images of
grooved chiral Au NRs [58]. Scale bars, 100 nm. Copyright 2020, American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

2.1.2. Weak Chiral Ligand-Mediated Synthesis Strategy

Inspired by chiral micelles, Liz-Marzan et al. developed another synthesis strategy to
grow chiral NPs [58]. Chiral cosurfactants, such as R-/S-1.1′-bi(2-naphthol) (BINOL) and
R-/S-1.1′-binaphthyl-2.2′-diamine (BINAMINE), were used to induce worm-like chiral mi-
celles, similarly via a “sergeants and soldiers” principle often used in forming supramolec-
ular chiral assemblies (Figure 1d). By introducing them to the growth solution containing
the micelle of cetyltrimethylammoniumchloride (CTAC), they obtained grooved chiral
Au NPs via conventional seed-mediated growth. They speculated that the adsorption of
chiral micelles on AuNR surface forms chiral and worm-like aggregates, as confirmed by
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Chiral structures of the aggregates are transferred
to the deposited metal shells during the growth process. Furthermore, the dimensions
of Au NRs can be used to tune plasmonic CD responses. The maximum g factor of ~0.2
was comparable to those obtained from chiral thiol-mediated NPs [15]. When changing
gold ions to Pt ions, the Pt shell containing chiral wrinkles was also obtained. The chiral
co-surfactant- templated growth obviously provides another useful route for the synthesis
of discrete chiral NPs.
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2.1.3. Other Synthesis Strategies

Quite recently, by introducing circularly polarized light (CPL) to the synthesis of chiral
plasmonic NPs, Xu et al. further pushed the achieved chiroptical activity to a new level
(g factor: ~0.44) for chemically synthesized discrete chiral plasmonic nanostructures [59].
Using Au nanoprisms as seeds and in the presence of chiral cysteine-phenylalanine (CYP)
dipeptides, chiral Au NPs were grown under the irradiation of light at wavelengths
overlapping with the plasmonic resonance of seeds. Using L-CYP, L-P+ NPs assisted
with LCP light showed the strongest CD signal, following with L-P0 NPs under linearly
polarized light and L-P− NPs with RCP light, respectively. L- NPs without light irradiation
exhibited the weakest CD signal. Using D-CYP, the opposite CD sign was observed with a
g-factor magnitude of D-P− NPs > D-P0 NPs > D-P+ NPs > D-NPs. The results indicated
that the light-assisted chiral particle growth is accompanied with the chirality transfer
from photons to NPs. L-P+ NPs and D-P− NPs showed propeller structures with blades
exhibiting anticlockwise and clockwise rotations, respectively. Although the handedness
of NPs was controlled by chiral ligands, the curvature depth of blades was determined
by illumination. The shape evolution progressed with the regioselective deposition of
gold atoms guided by dynamic hotspots, which were strongly localized on the corners of
trigonal nanoprisms upon plasmon excitation and, thus, led to CPL dependence.

2.2. Chiral Assembly Superstructures of Plasmonic Nanoparticles
2.2.1. Molecular Linker

Apart from discrete chiral gold NPs, more research studies have been conducted on
forming chiral assemblies using achiral gold NPs due to the wide availability of gold NPs
with different sizes and morphologies. Among various gold NPs, AuNRs again catch
the favor in researchers’ eyes. As mentioned in the Introduction, chiral molecules play
key roles in inducing plasmonic CD responses in the chiral assembly structures of plas-
monic NPs [22,23,60,61]. Our group developed a simple method to form chiral oligomers
of AuNRs by adding chiral thiols on the achiral assemblies of AuNRs [19]. Upon thiol
adsorption, the formation of local chiral fields drove rod twisting within the assemblies and
led to the formation of chiral superstructures. The role of chiral force was demonstrated by
CPL-modulated CD responses of the chiral AuNR dimer [23]. Due to the energy demand of
rod twisting, proper temperature elevation was found to promote the formation of chiral as-
semblies and produced a PCD temperature amplification effect. As thiol–metal interactions
are related to the metal’s composition, we further investigated the effect of shell composi-
tions by employing AuNR@AuxAg1−x core–shell monomers as building blocks [60]. Very
interestingly, for AuNR@Ag assemblies upon adding Cys, they showed opposite CD signs
and different temperature behaviors compared to AuNR@Au counterparts (Figure 2a).
At a Cys incubation temperature of 30 ◦C, AuNR@Ag assemblies showed an asymmetric
factor of 0.031, which is much larger than −1.1 × 10−3 of their AuNR@Au counterparts. In
contrast, when raising Cys incubation temperatures to 60 ◦C, Ag-based assemblies had no
observable CD signals, whereas the g factor of AuNR@Au assemblies increased to −0.007.
Such quite distinct behaviors were ascribed to the dependence of the Cys chiral network on
exposed lattice planes of rods and the destruction of the Cys chiral network by the enhanced
migration of surface Ag atoms at high temperatures. Apart from the dominant roles of
chiral thiol and metal surfaces, Wang et al. found that chiral environments might assist the
formation of chiral assemblies [61]. They investigated the effect of CTAB concentrations
in rod dispersion media on the chiroptical activities of AuNR oligomers. Chiral AuNR
oligomers obtained in 0.5 mM CTAB (Type I) exhibited weaker PCD responses compared
to their counterparts dispersed in 2 mM CTAB (Type II). In addition, a nonlinear PCD
amplification with enantiomeric excess (ee) was observed in Type II system. The twin
“majority-rules” effects, observed both in CTAB-citrate-Cys molecular environments and
in Type II plasmonic superstructures suggested that the molecular environment might act
as a dynamic chiral template to assist the formation of chiral assemblies (Figure 2b). In
contrast, a linear PCD change with ee was found for Type I plasmonic superstructures, in-
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dicating the absence of chiral molecular environment at low CTAB amounts. Besides small
chiral molecules and bio-macromolecules, synthetic chiral polymers show promises in the
construction of chiral plasmonic superstructures. For instance, using reversible addition–
fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT), Liu et al. synthesized hydroxyethyl
methacrylate-3-indole propionate (PIPEMAx) molecules with different polymerization
degrees (x). By using them as linkers for the AuNRs, chiral assemblies were obtained
(Figure 2c). Moreover, the magnitude of chiroptical signals can be modulated by changing
the polymerization degree [24]. TEM images of the chiral assemblies indicated the tilting of
AuNRs within the assemblies as the origin of PCD responses.

2.2.2. Chiral Templates

Among various chiral templates [62], DNA origami, with precise structure designs
based on DNA molecules, provides an unprecedented platform to anchor the positions
of molecules and nano-objects precisely [63–72]. For the majority of chiral templates, NPs
acquire a chiral configuration by following the chiral patterns of the templates. DNA
origami can be considered as the most precise chiral templates from its incomparable ability
in controlling the spatial arrangement of plasmonic NPs and thus modulating assembly
configuration. A good example is recently demonstrated by Liedl and collaborators [73].
They first positioned two AuNRs in a chiral configuration with a distance of 62 nm on a
DNA origami structure and then arranged a 38 nm gold nanosphere (AuNS) in between
(Figure 2d). They found that the AuNS greatly enhanced CD responses of AuNR chiral
dimer. In addition, an additional CD signal occurred at the SPR position of the nanosphere,
indicating the transfer and enhancement of chiral fields over distances close to 100 nm.
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3. Optical Properties of Chiral Plasmonic Nanomaterials

With the rapid development of chiral plasmonic nanostructures/superstructures, fur-
ther study of their chirality-related optical properties become possible, such as chiral-field-
steered emissions and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [74,75], photothermal chi-
rality [76,77], and chiral photoluminescence (PL) from chiral structures themselves [78,79]
to name a few (Figure 3). Using the combination of chiral plasmonic antenna and mono-
layer transition metal dichalcogenides, Lu et al. demonstrated the huge modulation of the
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valley-polarized PL of monolayer MoS2 located in a nanogap of two AuNRs in a chiral
configuration (Figure 3a) [78]. CPL-modulated emission can be ascribed to the regulation
of the valley-dependent excitons by chiral antennas. Compared to field-enhanced emission,
SERS exhibits a stronger dependence on local electromagnetic fields. Recently, Che et al.
proposed a new strategy to discriminate enantiomers by combining chiral plasmonic nanos-
tructures with the traditional SERS method [80]. They introduced a SERS-chiral anisotropy
(SERS-ChA) effect, which was based on enantiomer-selective SERS enhancements on a
chiral plasmonic surface and thus provided high enantiomeric sensitivity (Figure 3b). A
new parameter gSERS-ChA was defined as 2(IS − IR)/ (IS + IR), where (IS − IR) denoted SERS
intensities of S- and R- enantiomers, respectively. Obviously, a gSERS-ChA absolute value of
2 suggested a complete discrimination of enantiomers. Compared with surface-enhanced
Raman optical activities (SEROAs) [81], SERS-ChA has more advantages in enantiomeric
resolutions and method compatibility with normal Raman spectrometers.
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As is well-known, the large absorption cross-section of plasmonic NPs renders them
as good photothermal materials. After forming chiral structures, a novel concept of pho-
tothermal chirality was suggested by Govorov et al. [76], which reflected the photothermal
temperature difference from chiral meta-structures upon irradiation with LCP and RCP
lights. Using gold nanohelicoids (GNHs) prepared by seed-mediated chiral growth, they
demonstrated this effect experimentally (Figure 3c) [77]. By placing GNHs on AlGaN: Er3+

film and using the luminescence of Er3+ as temperature probes, they obtained thermal
maps upon irradiation under 532 nm CPL. The GNHs showed a temperature difference
of ~6 K between LCP and RCP laser irradiations. Again, using GNHs prepared by the
procedure suggested by Nam et al., they reported chiral photoluminescence (PL) from
GNHs themselves [79]. Despite opposite CD features of the left-handed GNH (L-GNH) and
right-handed GNH (R-GNH), the GNH enantiomers also exhibited circular polarization-
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regulated chiral PL signals (Figure 3d), which originated from differential absorptions
of the GNH to CPL and enhanced localized electromagnetic fields overlapping at both
excitation and emission spectral regions. In all, these chirality-related optical properties
provide more means for bio-detection and imaging.

4. Biomedical Applications
4.1. Biosensing Based on Plasmonic Chiral Responses

Due to large chiroptical activities, various bio-sensors based on chiral plasmonic nano-
materials have been demonstrated (Table 1), showing great potentials in enantioselective
sensing and early disease diagnosis.

Table 1. AuNP-based chiral nanomaterials for analyte detection.

Chiral Nanomaterials Target Analyte Response Signals Ref.

Au nanotriangles chiral biomolecules SERS [82]
Au nanoarrows Fmoc-L/D-phenylalanine SERS [83]

Au trisoctahedral NPs L/D-tryptophan Differential Pulse
Voltammograms [84]

Pt@Au triangular nanorings Aβ42 monomers and fibrils SERS [85]
AuNR assemblies Hg2+ PCD [26]

AuNPs heteropyramids Hg2+ PCD [86]
AuNPs heterodimers Ag+ PCD [87]

AgNPs dimers Pb2+ PCD [88]
AuNR@Pt dimers and UCNPs Cu2+, Mg2+, Zn2+ Fluorescence intensity [89]

AuNR assemblies Cu2+ PCD [90]
AuNR@PS-PAA dimers miRNA-21 PCD [91]

AuNR assemblies DNA PCD [92]
AuNP pyramids DNA PCD [93]

AuNR dimers microRNA PCD [94]
Two-layer core-satellite gold nanostructures microRNA PCD/SERS [95]

AuNR assemblies Cysteine PCD [96]
AuNP pyramids DNaseI PCD [97]

AuNP dimers Cysteine PCD [98]
AuNP dimers alpha-fetoprotein PCD [99]
AuNR dimers Thrombin PCD [100]

AuNP and Ag NP heterodimers Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) PCD [101]
Au @Ag NR dimers PSA PCD [102]
AuNP heterodimers ATP PCD [103]

DNA-driven AuNP heterodimers Intracellular telomerase PCD [104]
DNA origami-based AuNR dimers small molecules, living tumor cells PCD [105]
DNA origami-based AuNR dimers adenosine PCD [106]

Using chiral Au nanotriangles (C-AuNTs) with a propeller shape as a SERS substrate,
Ma et al. demonstrated the detection and discrimination of chiral biomolecules, such as
L-Dopa, doxorubicin (DOX), and L/D-carnitine [82]. L-Cys-mediated L-Au propellers gave
opposite plasmonic CD signals to their D-Au counterparts mediated by D-Cys molecules
(Figure 4a). L-Dopa molecules dispersed on the substrate composed of D-Au propellers
showed a 5-fold stronger SERS intensity than those dispersed on L-Au counterparts. Den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations indicated that partial chiral recognitions originated
from the difference in the binding strength of L-Cys and D-Cys with the detected chiral
molecules, i.e., D-type chiral molecules have a stronger molecular interaction with L-type
chiral molecules. However, achiral AuNTs post-modified with L-Cys or D-Cys had no such
chiral differentiation effects. Chiral Au propellers themselves may play a role.

Using L-selenocystine (L-SeCys2) as a chiral inducer and AuNRs as seeds, Liu et al.
synthesized chiral Au nanoarrows (GNAs). It was found that the pre-irradiation of the
L-SeCys2 solution with a UV light played an important role in the formation of helical
grooves. In the absence of pre-irradiation, GNAs showed no observable helical grooves and
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produced weak PCD responses. In contrast, adding pre-irradiated L-SeCys2, the obtained
GNAs exhibited obvious helical grooves and produced 10-fold stronger PCD responses
compared to GNAs with an opposite sign [83]. The generation of selenyl radicals upon
photo-irradiation was suggested as crucial for the formation of helical grooves. Raman
signals of Fmoc-L-phenylalanine (Fmoc-L-Phe) on both GNAs and HeliGNAs were stronger
than those of Fmoc-D-Phe (Figure 4b). Considering the opposite PCD signals of GNAs
and HeliGNAs, they proposed that the specific interaction between chiral ligands and
enantiomers was responsible for the observed chiral discrimination.
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More recently, Niu et al. demonstrated the synthesis of chiral Au trisoctahedral Au NPs
with homochiral facets by using binary surfactants to control the overgrowth process [84].
L- and D-Au with

{
1258

}Rand
{

8512
}S high Miller index facets are obtained from L- and

D-Cys-mediated growth, respectively. Achiral Au NPs were obtained with racemic Cys.
Chiral-nanocrystal-modified electrodes were able to show enantioselective differential
pulse voltammograms (DPVs). L-Au showed a higher peak current for L-tryptophan while
D-Au exhibited a better response for D-tryptophan. A linear relationship was obtained
between the DPV peak current vs. ee value (Figure 4c). Enantioselective interactions
between tryptophan enantiomers and homochiral surfaces were suggested to be the source
of chiral discrimination.

Using platinum triangular nanorings (Pt TNRs) as seeds, Xu et al. synthesized L/D-
Pt@Au TNRs under the guide of L-/D- glutathione, respectively, which had obvious
chiral plasmonic responses and showed SERS-ChA effects [85]. D-Pt@Au TNRs produced
stronger Raman signals in detecting Aβ42 monomers and fibrils with the limit of detection
(LOD) of 45 × 10−15 M and 4 × 10−15 M, respectively (Figure 4d). Compared to L-Pt@Au
TNRs, larger binding constants between D-Pt@Au TNRs and proteins were obtained using
isothermal titration calorimetry measurements. Furthermore, D-Pt@Au TNRs were able to
detect Aβ42 proteins in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients at the pictogram level.

In comparison with discrete chiral plasmonic nanostructures, the dynamically tunable
nature of plasmonic superstructures facilitates higher detection sensitivities based on
PCD signals. Chiral assemblies have been widely explored for the detection of various
bio-related substances, such as metal ions of Hg2+ [26,86], Ag+ [87], Pb2+ [88], Zn2+ [89],
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and Cu2+ [89,90]; DNA/RNA [91–95]; amino acids/peptides [96–98]; proteins [99,100];
antigens [101,102]; and other biomarker molecules [103–105].

Due to the high sensitivity of plasmonic responses on chiral assembly structure, PCD
signals are often used as the detection signal (Figure 5). Zhang et al. first formed an Au
trimer using 10 nm Au nanospheres via DNA strand hybridizations and then attached
a 25 nm gold nanosphere modified with T-rich DNA sequences to the Au trimer. The
obtained heteropyramids (HPs) exhibited obvious chiroptical activities [86]. Via T-Hg2+-T
interactions, the addition of Hg2+ affected the formation of HPs and, thus, their PCD re-
sponses. The selective detection of Hg2+ was achieved in the range of 1–500 pg mL−1 with
an LOD of 0.2 pg mL−1, which was lower than 1 pg mL−1 safety requirements for Hg2+ in
water (Figure 5a). Based on the microRNA-induced side-by-side self-assembly of AuNRs,
which were modified with specific DNA sequences, Xu et al. demonstrated the detection of
microRNA -21 (miRNA-21) in living cells [91]. The obtained chiral AuNR dimers had re-
markable PCD signals in the visible spectral region. As the amount of miRNA-21 increased,
CD signal intensities at 750 nm and 550 nm correspondingly enhanced, leading to an ultra-
sensitive mi-RNA detection based on the CD signal. The ∆CD (CD750 nm−CD550 nm) value
showed a good linear relationship with miRNA-21 amount at the concentration range of
0.11–42.23 fmol/10 µg RNA with an LOD of 0.081 fmol/10 µg RNA (Figure 5b). Liu et al. re-
ported the application of chiral plasmonic structures in amino acid or peptide detection [96].
Cys or GSH can preferentially adsorb at AuNR ends and leads to AuNR assemblies in
end-to-end (EE) fashion. The obtained EE assemblies showed chirality and dose-dependent
PCD responses and could be used for enantiomeric discrimination/detection (Figure 5c).
For L-Cys/D-Cys, the detection range was 1–3 µM with an LOD of 0.8 µM. For GSH, the
detection range was 1–5 µM with an LOD of 1.93 µM. Based on the precise positioning
ability of DNA origami, Kuzyk et al. immobilized two AuNRs on the origami and used
their plasmonic CD signals for the sensitive detection of adenosine (Figure 5d) [106]. In the
presence of adenosine and via the formation of aptamer–adenosine complexes, aptamer
molecular locks can affect the chiral configuration of AuNR dimers via the DNA origami
structure and, thus, cause changes in PCD signals. As a demonstration, they used a double
stranded lock with 9 bp hybridization length (ds9-nanosensor) and exhibited the detection
of adenosine with an LOD of approximately 20 µM.
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4.2. Bio-Imaging of Chiral Plasmonic Nanomaterials

With the rapid progress in fabricating chiral plasmonic nanomaterials using chemical
methods, plasmonic chirality-related properties have been introduced to the biological
imaging field [107–109]. Hybridizing with other functional materials is often adopted to
provide multiple imaging modalities. For instance, compared with the traditional down-
conversion luminescence materials, upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) have a narrower
band emission, longer fluorescence lifetime, and low toxicity with large potentials for
biomedical applications. Kuang et al. fabricated chiral AuNR-UCNP tetramers with a
propeller-like geometry based on DNA-driven self-assembly [110]. The obtained chiral
tetramers showed not only strong chiroptical activity but also greatly enhanced UCNP
luminescence for in vitro fluorescence imaging. By controlling the distance between the
UCNP and rods, a 21.3-fold luminescence increase was obtained. The intensity evolution
profile of upconversion luminescence matched tetramer formation times, which were
determined by DNA hybridization.

Using a DNA-hybridization-driven co-assembly of graphene oxide and AuNPs (Figure 6a),
Kuang et al. fabricated hybrid probe Ep and hybrid probe mR and demonstrated their
applications for in vitro imaging and the detection of EpCAM and miR-21 using different
optical modalities [111]. Upon the exposure of chiral hybrid probes to different cells,
Raman and fluorescence images indicated high levels of EpCAM and miR-21 in MCF-7
cells, medium levels in HeLa cells, and the lowest levels in primary uterine fibroblast
cells. Moreover, using the DNA hybridization strategy, the same group fabricated a chiral
nanoprobe for the detection of metal ions [89]. UCNPs were attached on AuNR@Pt chiral
dimers in a satellite assembly structure. Both the formation of rod dimer and the linking of
UCNPs with the rod dimer were based on the hybridization of M2+ (Mg2+/Zn2+/Cu2+)-
specific DNAzymes, M2+-protected DNA strands, and M2+-substrate DNA strands. Using
the temperature difference caused by the photothermal chirality effect, upon exposure to
the preferred CPL, the protected DAN strand is separated from the probe. In the presence of
M2+, the M2+ -specific DNAzyme activates the corresponding substrate DNA for cleaving
and thus restores luminescence signals for M2+ sensing.

Chiral ligands on the surface of chiral plasmonic NPs may induce biological effects,
which could be revealed by biological imaging. As demonstrated by the Kuang group, for
yolk-shell NP tetramers with a central upconversion NP as the yolk and four plasmonic
NPs as shells (UYTe), after modifying with L/D-GSH, UYTe@GSH produced chiral ligand-
dependent autophagy-inducing activities [112]. As shown in Figure 6b, UYTe@D-GSH
induced the strongest green fluorescence signal of autophagy, which was even larger than
the positive control of rapamycin (RaPa). In contrast, UYTe@L-GSH and UYTe led to weaker
autophagy. After injection into the mice model, in vivo imaging showed similar results.
Encouraged by such structural designs, Kuang et al. further prepared a NIR-responsive
UAuTe tetrahedron (Figure 6c) [113]. After surface modification and Granzyme B loading,
the tetrahedra selectively targeted senescent cells and induced apoptosis upon NIR light
exposure due to tetrahedron disassembly and drug release. From in vivo fluorescence
images, it took 24 h for the drug to arrive at the targeted cells and another 48 h for
Granzyme B to induce apoptosis in senescent cells.

Biological imaging-guided disease therapy has also been demonstrated in chiral
plasmonic assemblies. By forming chiral shell-satellite (SS) gold nanostructure, Xu et al.
suggested a chiral photodynamic therapy (PDT) agent [114]. Due to the strong chiroptical
activity, the chiral PDT showed CPL-dependent ROS generation. The SS-D-Cys agent
exhibited stronger PDT efficacies after injection into tumor-bearing mice. In combination
with their X-ray CT and photoacoustic (PA) imaging abilities (Figure 6d), a bimodal imaging-
guided treatment is expected.
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agent and its CT and PA bi-modal imaging pictures [114]. Copyright 2017, Wiley.

4.3. Disease Diagnosis and Treatment

Similarly to the above biosensing strategy, obvious changes in chiroptical responses,
induced upon the binding of targeted disease markers to chiral plasmonic nanomaterials,
are used as detection signals to achieve sensitive disease diagnoses. In addition, the
combination of chiral plasmonic nanomaterials with various imaging modalities is applied
to image-guided diagnosis and treatment. Furthermore, CPL-dependent light absorption
makes light-modulated drug release and therapy possible.

The adsorption of achiral plasmonic NPs on protein aggregates is a useful method
for forming chiral plasmonic superstructures. In return, it also enables the diagnosis and
prediction of protein-related diseases using chiral plasmonic signals. Liz-Marzán et al.
reported such a diagnostic platform for neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), upon the adsorption of AuNRs on α-synuclein protofibrils [115]. The chiral
arrangement of AuNRs along the protein fibrils was witnessed from TEM images and was
further substantiated by helical configurations via image reconstruction (Figure 7a). During
an 80 min co-incubation of AuNRs with α-synuclein protofibrils, PCD signals gradually
enhanced with time. No CD responses were observed from the co-incubation of AuNRs
with α-synuclein monomers under the same conditions, indicating that AuNRs showed no
significant interactions with α-synuclein monomers. In contrast, helical structures on amy-
loid protofibrils generated by α-synuclein aggregation resulted in the chiral arrangement
of AuNRs, which was the source of chiroptical activity. The sensitive PCD response al-
lowed the detection of α-synuclein protofibrils at nanomolar levels, providing a potentially
effective platform for the diagnosis of diseases associated with amyloids. Furthermore,
using the co-assembly of human islet amyloid polypeptides (hIAPPs)-modified AuNRs
and hIAPPs, Liu et al. obtained chiral plasmonic superstructures with CD signals up to
2 deg (g-factor of 0.12) due to the long-range order of assembly structure [116]. It showed
a 4600-fold PCD amplification compared to individual NRs modified with hIAPPs. The
hIAPP peptide is a hallmark pathological feature of type II diabetes and is also an important
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biomarker for pancreatic cancer. The substantial PCD signal promises the early diagnosis
of related diseases and effective drug screening.
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Springer Nature.

Xu et al. prepared a chiral AuNP dimer linked by DNA molecules and investigated
their cellular behaviors [117]. Upon transmembrane transports in Hela cells, the chiroptical
signal of NP dimers experienced a sign reversal (Figure 7c). TEM tomography images
indicated a conformation inversion of the AuNP dimer upon entering the cell. The change
in electrostatic force was suggested to result in a new equilibrium configuration. After
loading photosensitizer PpIX, they exhibited light-polarization-dependent ROS generation
and PDT efficacy. At 0.5 µM PpIX, the viability of HeLa cells upon 532 nm LCP irradiation
30 min was approximately 3-fold low than that irradiated with linearly polarized (LP) light
or RCP light.

Recently, Xu et al. further found that optically active chiral nanostructures can pro-
mote the differentiation of neural stem cells under CPL, thereby improving cognitive
impairments in AD mice [118]. Chiral plasmonic nanostructures were formed via DNA hy-
bridization. AuNPs at 5 nm as satellite particles were first bound with D-Cys-functionalized
30 nm AuNP (C30(D)) and then bound with L-Cys-functionalized 20 nm AuNP, forming
C30(D) S5 -C20(L). Interestingly, when the DNA sequence linking 5 nm AuNP and 30 nm
AuNP can complement the Fox3 mRNA sequence expressed when neural stem cells dif-
ferentiate into neurons, the S5 NPs will move from C30(D) to C20(L) and transform into
C30(D) -C20(L) S5 with a reversal of the chiral optical signal (Figure 7d). It was shown that
CPL-differentiated NSC cells can be used for the treatment and amelioration of AD in
the mouse model. During a 90-day observation period after treatment, two markers of
AD, amyloid-β (Aβ) and hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) protein, were both reduced by
more than 70% in cerebrospinal fluids extracted from AD mice, and there was a significant
improvement in the cognitive performance of AD mice.
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5. Conclusions and Perspective

We witnessed a rapid development in plasmon-based chiral metamaterials over
the past decade. Thanks to the progress of wet-chemical synthesis, discrete plasmonic
NPs/nanostructures with clear 3D chiral morphology and large plasmonic chiroptical
activity now can be obtained via seeded-mediated growth. It is suggested that chiral thiol-
based strong ligands stabilize high-index chiral facets and lead to the formation of chiral
morphology. Up until now, the reported most successful chiral ligands are small chiral
cysteine. Screening efficient chirality-inducing thiols via various theoretical simulations
may promote the selection and rational design of proper chiral ligands. Apart from strong
thiol ligands, non-valence chiral surfactants also demonstrated the induction of chiral
growth. Surface chiral templates are thought to be responsible. The detailed mechanism
needs further study in order to achieve more the precise control of chiral morphologies.
In addition, the effects of growth kinetics have yet been systematically investigated. Fur-
thermore, in combination with CPL during chiral growth, obviously improved chiroptical
responses indicate that light-modulated chiral growth is beginning to emerge and may open
a new road for chiral synthesis in the future. As demonstrated herein, most research studies
employ gold, and the successful extension of this growth strategy to other plasmonic metals
is needed. In comparison with top-down methods, the advantage of chemical synthesis
is the control of the chiral gap, which may provide a unique chiral microenvironment for
asymmetric catalysis and enantiomeric separation.

For chiral plasmonic assemblies/superstructures, the bottom-up assembly of achiral
plasmonic nanoparticles is widely employed either by using chiral molecules as linkers,
providing chiral driving forces to form chiral assemblies, or by forming asymmetric adsorp-
tion configuration on chiral templates/media. Although strong plasmonic optical activities
are demonstrated, the precise arrangement of achiral NPs on chiral templates is still facing
challenges. Majority-rule and sergeant-and-soldier effects in supramolecular chirality are
also demonstrated in the chiral assemblies of AuNRs under specific conditions, which may
indicate their extension to the fabrication of chiral plasmonic superstructures. We believe
that chirality rules found in supramolecular systems may be borrowed can benefit chiral
plasmonic superstructures. Still, mechanisms and the precise maneuvers of cross-length
chirality transfer and amplification need further exploration [22,61,73,119,120].

Obviously, the introduction of chiral plasmonic nanostructures/superstructures will
enhance the chiroptical properties of other chiral materials, such as CD, CPL, and SEROA.
Among them, the SERS-ChA effect is a surprise, which could realize the enantiomeric
discrimination via normal Raman spectrometer in combination with a chiral plasmonic
substrate. Despite these, the chiroptical properties themselves improved, such as chiral
photoluminescence and photothermal circular dichroism.

Hybridizing chiral plasmonic NPs with other nanomaterials (such as magnetic NPs
and semiconductor quantum dots) may present a future research direction. At one hand,
it can overcome the shortcomings of plasmonic nanomaterials themselves (poor photolu-
minescence efficiency and low separation efficiency of photo-generated carriers). On the
other hand, it can enrich functionalities and broaden application ranges. The Kuang group
demonstrated pioneering work by using hybrid chiral assemblies in disease diagnoses and
treatments. High detection sensitivities have been demonstrated. However, considering
the complexity of biological systems, the advantage of sensitivity may be compromised by
low reproducibility. Some interesting observations, such as structure chirality-dependent
cellular uptake and chiral light-modulated therapy, have been demonstrated. Further mech-
anism investigations and buildup of structure–activity relationships are needed before
these new ideas and options can be applied in disease diagnoses and therapy. Future
perspectives of chiral nanomaterials are summarized in Scheme 1. In all, chiral plasmonic
nanomaterials have great potentials in biomedical fields.
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